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About us
Delivering peace of mind 

DJR Security Risk Management Consultancy Ltd uses ex military and law enforcement expertise combined with  
world-leading technology to provide an unrivalled approach to personal and corporate risk, including asset 
protection, due diligence, business intelligence, private investigation, cyber security, global, remote and on-

site protection. We offer innovative, flexible security expertise for the 21st Century but what we really deliver 

is peace of mind.

Our vision is to blend experience and technology to provide high-net-worth individuals and corporate entities 

with more effective and flexible security that integrates with their lifestyle and gives them total freedom, 
protection and peace of mind.

Who you are

Our clients are high-net-worth individuals and their loved-ones, commercial businesses and corporate entities. 
Whether you are an individual who wants the added reassurance of “invisible” protection wherever you are in 
the world, a global brand that wants to perform due diligence prior to investment or a business that wants to 
minimise cyber risks as well as protecting physical assets, DJR Ltd will work consultatively with you to design 
the right strategy for your complete peace of mind. And if we’re doing it right you won’t even know we’re 
there - until you need us. 2



Who we are
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DJR Security Risk Management Consultancy Ltd is a 

UK-based company with a global network of elite 

personnel, enabling us to operate anywhere in the 

world. It was founded by Douglas Sneddon MSyl and 

author of ‘The Iron Fortress’ Security Blueprint. After 

extensive research with high-net-worth individuals, 

global corporations and SMEs, DJR Ltd has been 

carefully designed to use the latest technology to 

provide a service that is more flexible, more thorough, 

more discreet and fits entirely around each clients’ 

assets, risks and lifestyle.



How we deliver peace of mind 
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Security Consultancy: You don’t know what you don’t know and that’s why security consultancy becomes 

the foundation in a 360° security blueprint. As crime becomes more advanced, the security industry and 

the technology supporting it changes on a daily basis. We will work with you to identify threats and close 

any gaps in your protection.

Risk Management: We will undertake a thorough analysis of potential security risks for yourself, your 
family, your businesses and your assets and advise you on how to manage them so you can breathe 
easier.

Private Investigation: Whether it’s for corporate or personal support, our elite private investigators will 
use state-of-the-art, discreet intelligence gathering not just here in the UK but across the world. All of our 
correspondence with you is completely confidential.

Close Protection: Looking after you, your family and your most important assets is of course the absolute 
minimum requirement when it comes to security and your safety. Close protection includes the use of 
personal protection officers and close protection teams to add a significant layer of security and peace of 
mind.



How we deliver peace of mind (cont.)
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Business Intelligence: Do you really know who you’re working with? Whether it’s an internal dispute, 
investment or acquisition, a new employee, client or supplier, we live in a world where decisions are 
often based on what people say rather than on the facts. That’s why business intelligence must be a 
part of your security blueprint.

Due Diligence: This is a critical area required by every high-net-worth individual & corporate entity. 
Whether it’s existing or new staff, suppliers, business personnel, pre-contract purchases, investment, 
business acquisitions or anything else, due diligence will ensure you always make the right decisions.

Crisis Response: By your side, providing individuals & businesses with a crisis response capability to 
help mitigate and reduce reputational damage when things go wrong. Allowing for corporate resilience 
and swift business recovery by utilising independent specialists who can provide clients with the 
appropriate guidance in their respective circumstances.

Cyber Security: Cybercrime is sophisticated and evolving every day. In both your business and your 
personal life, you therefore need evolving cyber security that stays one step ahead. Our unique use of 
technology enables that.
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Our unique approach
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Expertise

We combine our ex-military and law enforcement experience with exclusive partnership work with the best 

agencies in the world, accessing closed intelligence and utilising the latest technology to bring you the highest 

possible level of security and complete peace of mind.

Understanding

We have undertaken extensive research with both high-net-worth individuals and corporate business 

leaders to ensure that we understand, not only their security concerns, but the actual risks to them and 

how security can best fit into their lifestyle.

Innovative use of technology

The thing that differentiates us isn’t just our use of the latest technology, it’s the way that we use it creatively and 

strategically to build solutions for you that fit your exact needs.

Total peace of mind

Our experience, ongoing research, network and technology mean that we can take a specialist overview in order to 

protect your entire world. From your business and investments to your assets to the people you love. What we offer 

is a new, flexible, hybrid approach to security – what we deliver is total peace of mind.



“We have been working alongside Dougie for the best part of the last year. Due to the nature of our business handling 
financial investment opportunities, Dougie and his team at DJR assist with the responsibility for ensuring all in-depth vetting 
and due diligence checks are carried out to the highest standard”. 

High Net Worth Private Client

“Due to our Pro-bono cases, we take on we are very fortunate to have developed a world class network which we can rely 
on to help manage risk and protect our clients. “As we carry out due diligence and reverse due diligence for 
entrepreneurs, businesses of all sizes and high net worth or high-profile people we know we have to set a standard in our 
own business relationships. “We are proud to work in partnership with DJR who offer exactly the high capability low 
profile close protection services which we recommend for our clients. Whether it be as a response to immediate events 
or due to relocation or planned travel we have called DJR to assist our clients globally. Douglas Sneddon at DJR leads by 
example, his own service and experience mean that he sets the standard with the high-level operatives he employs. If our 
own families ever required close protection, travel or residential security it would be Douglas Sneddon who would be 
managing it for us.” 

Lost Boys

Douglas Sneddon
Founder at DJR Security Risk Management Ltd
Creator of ‘The High Net Worth Iron Fortress Security Blueprint’

P.S. Here are a few comments from our clients



Email: secure@djr-srm.com

“I highly recommend DJR Security Risk Management when it comes to personal security. Needing to protect our 
family here in London, Doug and his team assisted and advised in all security matters. We are grateful to you and 
your team for the exceptional service you provide for my family and me.” 

High Net Worth Private Client

“It’s a pleasure to write this testimonial for Doug and his team. Doug has been at the forefront of all our decision-
making, from pre-litigation asset checks to pre-contract due diligence on business acquisitions. DJR SRM has the 
skillset and global network to mitigate risk and potential loss. Thank you.” 

Private Client Law Firm


